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Area 07 Chair’s Report

Greetings Trusted Servants,
Our December Planning meeting will be held December 18 th at 10:00 a.m. on Zoom. At
this month’s meeting, the agenda will be different than our regular Area Committee
Meeting (ACM) agenda. We will be confirming the dates for the 2023 calendar and
selecting our 2023 assembly host districts. All interested districts please consider
submitting a bid form to host. Submissions will be accepted at the time of the meeting.
The bid form is located on the Area website under Area Service Materials Handbook.
As announced at the Election Assembly, if you would like to make yourself available for
any Area Appointed or Standing Committee, please submit your resume to Claudio by
email alt-chair@cnia.org by the conclusion of the December Planning Meeting.
Congratulations to all the newly elected Area Officers, District Committee Members and
General Service Representatives. THANK YOU to all those Trusted Servants from Panel
70. Together we did a great job!

It has been an honor and privilege to serve CNIA 07 as your Panel 70 Chairperson.
Thank you all for your love and support through these challenging times.
Applying Love,
Matthew
CNIA Chair
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Area Planning Meeting Agenda— December 18, 2021
Liaison Reports

1:00 pm -Call to Order
Serenity Prayer

Hospitals & Institutions (H&I)

12 Traditions (short form)

Central Offices & Intergroups

12 Concepts (short form)

Northern California Council of Alcoholics Anonymous (NCCAA)

General Service Representative
(GSR) Preamble

Young People in AA (YPAA)
Northern California Accessibility
Committee (NCAC)

Why We Need a Conference
Introductions –

Hispanic Women’s Conference

Past Delegates

7th Tradition

Guests and Visitors
Newcomers to this meeting GSR's,
etc
Announcements –
Assembly Reports –
Winter Assembly (D33)
Pre Conference Assembly (D21)

1:20-1:45 Consideration of 2022 Calendar, Proposal of 2023 Area Dates
1:45-2:30

Assembly Bid process 2023

2:30-3:15

Delegate Report

3:15-3:30

What’s on your mind?

3:30pm Close

Post Conference Assembly (D22)

Join the Area Committee Meeting on Zoom
Meeting ID: 982-1637-5307
Password: CNIA_ACM

Or call in +1 669 900 6833 or +1 408 638-0968
Phone password: 57673252
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Area Committee Meeting Minutes October 16, 2021 (unapproved)
CNIA 07 October 2021 Area Committee Meeting minutes (unapproved)
Matthew L., California Northern Interior Area
Chair, called the Area Committee Meeting to order at 10:00 am on October 16, 2021 with the
Serenity Prayer. Larry read the Twelve Traditions (short form). Jessica read the Twelve
Concepts (short form). Joshua read the GSR
Preamble. Patrick read “Why Do We Need a
Conference?”.
INTRODUCTIONS
Past Delegates: Mike K. (P-68), Vikki R. (P-66),
Melody T. (P-60), Marianne H. (P-56)
Visitors, guests, first-time attendees: Kathy
J., GSR (Sharing & Caring, Sacramento); Jessica (SACYPAA Alt. liaison); Susy P (D11 Secretary/REDYPAA GSR)
ASSEMBLIES
Election 2021, Claudio: The assembly flier is in
the Accents. Resumes will be due at 11 am on
Saturday, Nov. 13. Elections begin at 1 pm.
Winter 2022, Drew, D33: Registration is open
Dec. 1–30. Verbal agreements are in place and
I’m working on getting a written contract. Location: Mother Lode Fairgrounds, Sonora.
Pre-Conference 2022, D21, Holly: Location:
Gold Country Fairgrounds, Auburn.
Post-Conference 2022, D22, Loren: Nothing
new to report.
LIAISONS
Hospitals & Institutions, Vikki: Expanding the
sponsorship program to Soledad is on hold until
we find a new facility coordinator. The last Sunday in October, I will be at Soledad to carry the
message.
Northern CA Council (NCCAA), Matthew reported they have not locked in a new venue.
CENTRAL OFFICES / INTERGROUPS
Central California Fellowship (Sacramento):
no report
Fresno Intergroup: Joshua G.: updates at fresnoaa.org. Take Your Sponsor to Dinner event is
rescheduled to March 2022. Reyna is chairing
the intergroup picnic.
Norcal Intergroup, Susy: Monthly speaker
meetings are 2nd Saturdays at All Saints Episcopal. Planning for Dec. 11 holiday party at Anderson Fairgrounds.
Northern California Accessibility Committee:
no report
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Hispanic Women’s Workshop, Lorri A.: Dec.
4, Tempe AZ. includes breakfast and lunch. Herminia is our Area 07 speaker. The committee is
financially good. We have a group rate at Holiday Inn Express/West Baseline. I attended the
Grapevine & La Viña workshop in Sacramento
and Hispanic Intergroup in Modesto.
YOUNG PEOPLE IN AA COMMITTEES
SACYPAA (Sacramento), Karlos: 4th Saturday
events in October and November at Gibbons No
-Al Club. New Year’s Eve “mask”erade at Clunie
Clubhouse.
REDYPAA (Redding), Susy: In-person speaker
meetings and events, 3rd Saturdays at 7 pm,
Redding Alano Club. Hosting D11 Fall Unity
Festival 10/23 at Alano Club.
Seventh Tradition: Treasurer (Margie) explained how to make contributions online and by
postal mail.
DISTRICTS
D09: no report
D11: Susy: We had new GSRs from a home
group and from REDYPAA. We meet on the 3rd
Sunday 3:30-5 pm at the Alano Club. Fall Unity
Fest: 10/23.
D15, John: North Valley IG is doing well with
quarterly speaker meetings. BUTTYPAA is in
Butte and Glenn Counties. Thank you to Tom
and Claudio for giving the conference reportback.
D17: no report
D19, Annette: We met 10/2 with all officers and
6 GSRs. D19 is financially healthy. We continue
to explore ways to spend down excess funds.
We continue updating and distributing printed
meeting schedules. Our website is under construction. District elections are 11/6.
D20, Todd: We met in person in September. It
looks like our new venue will work for the next
panel. We are preparing for elections in November. We are getting the word out that we need
service-oriented people to continue to help
shape our district. After a thorough discussion
the district voted to reinstate the classified ad in
our local newspaper. Thanks to D21 for inviting
us to their event.
D21, Holly: We met 9/28 with 15 GSRs, including 2 new Alt. GSRs, 5 officers, and H&I liaison.
District elections 11/30 assisted by D20. Our
schedules are synched with CCF and meeting
guide app. Webmaster attended NAATW. Ser-
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vice Faire on Oct. 2. Tom, main speaker, with
archives, BTG, and literature displays.
D22, Loren A: We have 27 active groups. Our
website’s meeting list is updated and feeding the
meeting guide app. Contributions are strong,
and we are projected to have over $8,000 at end
of year. We have a draft 2022 spending plan.
We have a new web committee. D22 elections
are in November.
D23, Karlos: Nothing to report
D24: no report
D25, Don H.: Finances are stable. We may
begin staying online after our district meeting for
open sharing. We need help on position descriptions. We continue with district inventory priorities. We are creating a website. The Twelve
Step Checklist was forwarded to Grapevine.
Thank you to Jenn D for sharing on 10/13.
D27: Amanda A.: Elections on 10/19 with Claudio and Margie. Alt DCM will be leading the election. We have 15-20 participants monthly.
D29, Patrick: Hosting a Grapevine/La Viña workshop with Chris C., GV publisher. A large fellowship, Traditional Group, is scheduled to move at
end of November.
D30, Michael: We met on Zoom 10/9. Tom gave
a report and Q&A on the Conference. D30 elections are in Nov. We are trying to revise meeting
schedules with in person and zoom.
D33, Drew: Unity Day was attended by ~100
people (usually about 125). We had a questionnaire about people’s experiences in AA during
the pandemic, in exchange for raffle tickets to
win Grapevine and Big Book items. Speakers:
Nancy Mc (Sacramento) and Don H (Bay Area).
Don and the CNIA archives chair Jeff brought
archives displays. A women’s group has split into separate in-person and Zoom. We no longer
have excess funds. D33 is discussing financial
assistance to a meeting for insurance at a new
venue.
D34: no report
D36, Julie: D36 continues to keep doors open
for the suffering alcoholic. District elections
10/17. We are financially sound. Thank you to
Archives, GV and Literature for coming to Unity
Day.
D37: Mark M: 3rd Weds meeting for Elections. In
Sept. we took nominations. We contributed
$1200 to Delta Intergroup to help with their financial situation and to support their website. A
new meeting in Tracy has provided a GSR. We
are planning a Halloween party.
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D40, Lorri: We meet 1st Sundays on Zoom. I
wasn’t able to attend Unity Day but 8 people attended, including Tom. We are thinking about
doing a hybrid meeting. We are financially good.
Our elections are planned and we are going to
ask our area officers to help.
D41, Joshua G.: A fellowship is discussing autonomy of its individual meetings using different
versions of the new preamble. The intergroup
office received our conference reports. I guided
GSRs to look through them for information about
agenda items, preamble, and group autonomy.
A group that gave up their physical location is
having difficulty finding available real estate.
D42, Reyna: D42 is stable. We have elections in
November. We are planning events in 2022.
Some groups are opening new meetings. Our
biggest fellowship was hybrid and is all back to
in-person. We are moving through rumors about
covid in fellowships.
D43: No report
D47, Allen: GSR business meeting was on
Zoom 10/6. We have abandoned the idea of a
chili cook-off and have tabled planning a General Service awareness event to early 2022. D47
elections are in December with nominations in
November. A few groups continue to contribute
to D47, which puts us again above our prudent
reserve. We will resume discussion on distributing excess funds.
D49: No report
D53, Jorge: We elected a new DCM, Alt-DCM,
Treasurer and Secretary. We have everything
ready for the Hispanic Foro.
D54, Rafael F: We had a GSR school with our
future Linguistic District 57.
D55, Luis P.: D55 continues to meet every
Wednesday: 1st week - reports; 2nd weekstudy; 3rd week -discussion topics; 4th week –
internal meeting. D. elections on 10/6 for DCM,
Trasurer, and Secretary. Our anniversary celebration is Dec. 12. We attended the interdistrict
meeting in Modesto 10/3.
D56, Gilberto: We welcomed Tom, Jenn and
Margie to the Interdistrict meeting. We hosted
D53’s elections. We continue motivating groups
to send GSRs and support meetings. Going to
Foro meeting in Los Banos CA, organized by
D53.
APPOINTED CHAIRS
Accents, Celia: The Accents/Acentos newsletters are going well. This month we continued the
sharing by officers and appointed chairs about
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their service positions. The three final articles will
be published in November. Thank you to everyone who contributed. Thanks to our Written
Translation chair, Amanda, who makes it possible to publish our newsletters in Spanish.
Archives, Jeff: Went to D30 Unity Day, D21’s
service event, and D11/Redding Unity Fair.
Bridging the Gap, Jason: I received 6 blue
cards from Area 06. Jenn helped with a contact
being released to Chico. Thanks to SACYPAA
for inviting me to Servicepalooza and to D21 for
Unity Day.
E-Services, Emily: Attended National AA Technology Workshop. Learned that wifi will be crucial for a hybrid meeting. A few of us tested the
equipment we would need for a hybrid ACM or
assembly and to figure out what equipment we
will need. E-Services put together a budget recommendation for presumably the next panel.
Finance, Holly: We did not meet and there is
nothing to report.
Grapevine/La Viña, Brad: I’ve traveled to
Merced, Marysville and Loomis. Combined, the
fellowship picked up nearly 70 books and contributed more than $800 to Grapevine. The hottest titles were Prayer and Meditation, Spiritual
Awakenings, and Emotional Sobriety. The new
podcast episodes are available Mondays: aagrapevine.org/podcast
Literature, Julie: Went to D36 Merced Unity Day
and D21 event in Loomis. Literature deposits
nearly $90.
Oral Translation, Jose: Nothing to report.
Written Translation, Amanda: Nothing to report.
OFFICERS
Registrar, Herminia: The updated Accents lists
were emailed to Celia. Group, contacts, mailing
lists, and special reports continue to be updated.
I mailed the group contributions package to Margie.
Treasurer, Margie: Finance report is available
on cnia.org and in the Accents. [shared document in chat] We have been discussing events
and traveling to be of service. I attended D30
business meeting to hear Tom’s report. Shared
at a few meetings as well.
Recording Secretary, Kendyce: Helping update
the service material with business and motions.
Provided a list of formerly researched locations
to the ACM ad hoc committee. I attended part of
the Southwest Regional Forum and joined the
Sacramento Central Office’s PICPC committee.
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Alt Chair, Claudio: Will facilitate D27 elections
with Margie and Amanda. The unity meeting will
be discontinued as it has served its purpose.
Spoke at Servicepalooza and other events in
person. Claudio led a presentation about the
Election Assembly: Planning meeting with Area
06 on 10/15 with Jenn and Emily. Elections procedures are at www.cnia.org. Look through responsibilities and “Perspective from a GSR”
when considering to make yourself available and
who to vote for. Each person should have zoom
on their device or laptop to vote individually, or
by text message as a backup. If your district
plans on gathering in person, let us know that so
we can help. If a district wants to make a nomination other than their DCM, fill out the resume
form, and announce it at the assembly. Resumes
for CNIA positions and Regional Trustee will be
due at the assembly, Saturday at 11 am.
Proposed business: A DCM made a request to
limit resumes to 1 page or to ask the Regional
Trustee to read only the first page.
Lunch Break: 12:04 pm – 12:36 pm. Matthew
reconvened with the Serenity Prayer.
OFFICER REPORTS, CONTINUED
Chair, Matthew: Thank you to the E-Services
committee and Claudio for getting together to
figure out how a hybrid meeting would look. A lot
of what we do in Area service is invisible. Thank
you to Celia for prompting me and working with
everyone to make their contributions to the Accents. Articles from our trusted servants have
gone into the Accents over the past few months.
Election Assembly: The election will be hosted
by CNCA 06 as we also host their elections.
They will do the poll and count votes. Kathi F.,
Regional Trustee, will be present. CNIA will elect
a Regional Trustee nominee, as Kathi is rotating
at the end of the year. Matthew asked that any
questions go to Claudio. Matthew encouraged us
to talk it over with family and consider the time
commitment to fulfill your duties, for those who
plan on standing for an area position.
Events: Attended D29 GV/LV workshop, D21
unity day, Modesto unity day, men’s retreat in
San Juan Bautista. Will be speaking at Foro. I’m
working on changes to the service material
handbook for the next panel.
Alt-Delegate, Jenn: Area planning meeting: Districts that won 2021 assembly bids will have first
dibs on 2023 assemblies. Linguistic interdistrict
meeting: 10/3 Modesto, went with Margie and
Tom, spoke about PI and CPC. Elections plan-
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ning: Met 10/15 with Claudio, Emily and Area 06 officers.
Will host CNCA’s election for Regional Trustee nominee,
11/06. D25 meeting - Grateful to Don for inviting me to talk
about what service has done for my recovery. Hispanic Foro: Have been asked to speak on “Why Do We Need a Conference?” E-Services: Practiced a hybrid meeting set-up
with Claudio and Emily 10/10. Joe helped remotely. Emily
has a list of needs for a new venue or equipment we may
need to purchase. BTG: Jason contacted me about a contact in D15. I was grateful to be able to pass it along to another member. Carry the Message: Grapevine is about
breaking even between paid subscriptions and requests.
Delegate, Tom: Will speak at D54’s 26th anniversary. Was
invited to Foro. All Delegates meeting: Invited Panel 72 delegates who have already been elected. Attended Servicepalooza. CNIA archives: Preparing notes on the digital
Conference manual. Putting pins on 2021 and 2021 lanyards.
Final Conference reports: Brad, Holly, Melody, and Lorri
have copies to be distributed. Spanish reports were brought
to the interdistrict meeting.
Agenda items: The submission deadline was Sept 15. Distribution of committees’ workload: Conference committees
met to discuss proposed items moving forward to the Conference. The Finance Committee didn’t have items that
were not already moving. The delegate dashboard had a list
of 17 items. At the delegate meeting we heard there were
135 items, but the final may be closer to 175.
NAATW: Sept 22-25, 2022, Little Rock, AR.
Grapevine podcast: New episodes on Mondays at aagrapevine.org/podcast.
Corrections Correspondence Service: Allowing those of us
on the outside and those inside to make contact through the
mail to talk about recovery.
CPC: Request for sharing on creative ways to carry the
message to professionals, especially during the pandemic.
Deadline is Nov 22.
Literature: Hispanic Women in AA pamphlet, Experience
has Taught Us (12 Traditions pamphlet), Faith Leaders ask
about AA; placards with new preamble; new text in 12x12;
Service Manual.
2023 Conference: Call for suggestions on theme, presentations, and workshops. Deadline is 12/15.
GSO: New manager Bob W. (prior trustee at large): Opening a “1728 meeting” (12x12x12) for employees and reinstating sharing sessions at board meetings. Employees
have returned to the Riverside office and work from home
part-time. The office is not open for visitors.
12 Steps checklist: Submitted to the Group Services desk to
be considered as service material.
CNIA Area Accents

Quarterly contributions: Margie is separating info by district.
We want groups to verify their contributions.
Group and district inventories: Ask your DCM and your service sponsor for help facilitating.
Panel 72: Have a realistic and loving conversation with your
loved ones about serving. It involves late nights preparing
reports, making phone calls, traveling. We are in much need
of volunteerism, but we don’t want to hurt people who want
to serve.
Gift for remote office: I delivered a plant as a gift to the office that I use. It was well-received and they said it wasn’t
necessary. We are indebted to them for allowing me to be
here.
Old business: Creation of Spanish linguistic District 57
Elias noted the GSRs and involved members had elected
him as DCM and elected a Treasurer, Secretary, and Alternate DCM. The district will include northern areas, Yuba
City, Orland, Redding, Mt. Shasta, Gridley, Grass Valley.
Matthew said he had discussed the process on adding a
district with past delegates. CNIA would not need to vote.
There was no opposition or further discussion. Matthew
asked Elias to register with GSO and the area registrar, and
to attend area meetings and assemblies.
Old Business: 2022 Proposed Spending Plan
Treasurer, Margie: [Document was shared in the chat.] The
Finance Committee did not meet in October. We have a
deficit in proposed cost, and YTD costs have generally not
hit the full amount. Some line items/cost codes are highlighted because there is not a definite figure or were added
as a new or unusual item.
8210 Rent, parking: $800. Likely to increase for a location with wifi and a kitchen.
8520 Equipment and Support: $1500, an increase of
$400 in anticipation of supporting hybrid meetings.
8580 Video Conferencing/remote platform: $2,000. The
zoom account allows for simultaneous Spanish interpretation channels. Cost may be reduced if we continue sharing with other areas.
8638 Website processing fee: $200. Was not previously
in the spending plan. The web-based platform charges 2.9% plus 30 cents per transaction.
8970 NCAC: $1000. Earlier in 2021 we contributed
$2,500 to NCAC at their request. The finance committee agreed to an additional $1,000 in 2022.
NCAC provides uber rides to meetings, ASL interpretation, and materials in braille and other formats.
7945 Translation/Interpretation: $4160. We feel that our
Linguistic Chair deserves to be compensated. We
are encouraging them to put together a team of in-
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terpreters. They are providing a service, in addition
to being of service.
7940.2 Interpretation services: $9,800. 4x per year at
assemblies: $5,800 Spanish, $4,000 ASL. We have
paid for some professional services during assemblies this year. A host district would put on the flier
that ASL interpretation is available with advance
request. We could work with NCAC or contract with
an interpretation service company.
Margie noted the long form of Tradition 8 states in part: “…
we may employ alcoholics where they are going to perform
those services for which we may otherwise have to engage
nonalcoholics. Such special services may be well recompensed.”
Finance Chair/D21 DCM Holly asked about needs for hybrid meetings. Response from eServices: We developed a
proposal that is not included in the spending plan, and a
spending request could be made at an assembly next year.
It was suggested that the location ad hoc committee and
EServices could pass along to the next panel. If a venue
has the necessary equipment, the area may not need to
purchase. / Holly then asked how the next panel will address eServices Committee’s unbudgeted expenditures if it
exceeds 5% of the spending plan. Matthew noted that the
5% limit is on approved spending at ACMs, not at assemblies.
Margie said we won’t know if a professional interpreter will
be an alcoholic. She talked to an interpreter company owner who said their workers are familiar with AA. Our committee chair could act as a liaison to the interpreter. Area 06
said 2 interpreters are needed at assemblies to convey the
message. / Margie asked DCMs to make GSRs aware of
the proposals.
Old Business: ACM location
Ad hoc committee chair: Loren, D22 DCM. Members: AltChair, Claudio; D17 DCM Lindsay; D17 Alt DCM, Ryan; EServices, Emily; Recording Secretary, Kendyce. Loren reported: We met on Zoom 10/13 at 8:15 pm and will meet
again in 2 weeks. We discussed the E-Services Committee’s work on hybrid meetings, and we will contact and possibly visit some potential locations in the Sacramento area. / Loren asked DCMs to share ideas for locations with
the committee.
New business: E-Services hybrid meeting budget
Emily and Jenn reported: Photos were displayed of equipment setups and a proposed budget. The test setup took
about an hour. Some decisions will need to be made before
E-Services and the ad hoc committee will know how much
to attach to these proposals. Preliminary: $5,693.53. A facility with adequate seating and internet connectivity would
be preferred to setting up our own mobile hotspot. The next
CNIA Area Accents

panel of DCMs will have to decide on hybrid, in-person,
zoom. Discussion: It was noted that purchasing good
equipment may cost more but would be worth it. Item continued to the Election Assembly and December planning
committee.
New Business: Election Assembly Résumés
Moved and seconded: In the reading of a nominee’s resume, only the first page is read.
Discussion: We shared about what information is important
to include, the reading of lengthy résumés, remembering
each person’s résumé, and the spirit of the elections process. A point of order was proposed, whether to allow the
full assembly to decide on the résumé format. It was noted
that the motion would not be changing the format.
The question was called and by simple majority (13–7) we
agreed we were ready to vote. The Secretary asked for
clarification about calling the question to vote at ACM or at
the assembly. The Chair responded he wanted to gauge
interest in the topic before moving on.
Additional discussion: Rather than a mandate, the area
guidelines could be changed to suggest 1-pg resumes / We
can ask our service sponsors and past area trusted servants what to include and leave out on a service resume /
After 2 years serving together, GSRs and DCMs should be
able to make an informed decision as to who would make a
good trusted servant. / Using a timer for reading resumes
like at PRAASA, Regional Forums. / Discussion continued
to Election Assembly with a potential vote at the next assembly.
New business: Request for Hispanic Women’s Workshop travel reimbursement
HWW liaison Lorri A. asked if the Area could pay for travel
expenses for Herminia to represent CNIA as a speaker.
Matthew noted that CNIA is funding one liaison. The HWW
would be the first to pay for travel costs as we are responsible for our area’s events and this is not a CNIA event.
Discussion: It was noted that Lorri was confirmed as the
liaison and Herminia as co-chair. Someone questioned
what happens if we asked someone to be of service
and couldn’t cover it. It was said that the idea of
reimbursement is to try to be self-supporting first.
Lorri said she will ask the committee since they are financially
doing well.
What’s on your Mind? We had a brief sharing session about
district elections, 20th Foro in Los Banos, pending guidance on
the Conference advisory action regarding participation of online
groups; Tom’s “Don’t Panic” socks are seen on page 87 of the
Conference report; and ACM approval for spending on unbudgeted expenses.
We adjourned at 3:25 pm with the Responsibility Declaration.
Respectfully submitted,
Kendyce M.
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CNIA TRUSTED SERVANTS
Delegate

Area General Service Meetings

delegate@cnia.org

Alternate Delegate /
PI/CPC Liaison

3rd Saturday of each month
from 10 am to 4 pm East Yolo
Fellowship, 1040 Soule Street,
West Sacramento, CA
From 80/50 – Take the
Jeﬀerson exit and go south to
Jackson. Turn left on Jackson
and right on Soule.

alt-delegate@cnia.org

Chairperson

chair@cnia.org

Alternate Chair

alt-chair@cnia.org

Treasurer

treasurer@cnia.org

CNIA contributions: PO Box 161712
Sacramento, CA 95816-1712
Recording Secretary
secretary@cnia.org

Registrar

registrar@cnia.org

Archivist

archives@cnia.org

Bridging the Gap

btg@cnia.org

Literature Chair

literature@cnia.org

Area Accents Publisher

accents@cnia.org

Finance Chair

ﬁnance@cnia.org

Grapevine Chair

grapevine@cnia.org

Translation Committee

translation@cnia.org

CNIA Archives Center

1807 Navy Drive (at Fresno Ave) Suite #11, Stockton,
CA 95555 (Rodgers Construction, Inc., near Port of
Stockton) – Second Floor Rear

Written Translation
Chair
writtentranslation@cnia.org
Eservices Committee
Chair
Paciﬁc Regional
Trustee

From Fresno (and other points south): 99 North to
Highway 4 West. Turn left at dead end at Navy Dr,
to Navy Dr–Fresno Ave. Building is on the left.
From Sacramento (and other points north): 99 South
to Highway 4 West or I-5 South to Navy Dr–Highway 4
West exit. From dead end on Navy Dr, turn left to
Fresno Ave. Building is on the left.
From both directions: The Archives is located in the
Rodgers Construction building on the NW corner of the
intersection of Navy and Fresno. The entrance is at the
far end of the building, up the stairs.

eservices@cnia.org

prtrustee@centurylink.net

GSR Preamble
We are the General Service Representatives. We are the
link in the chain of communication for our groups with the
General Service Conference and the world of A.A.

We realize that the ultimate authority in A.A. is a loving
God as He may express Himself in our group conscience.
As trusted servants, our job is to bring information to our
groups in order that the group can reach an informed
group conscience. Passing along this group conscience we
are helping to maintain the unity and strength so vital to
our fellowship.
Let us, therefore, have the patience and tolerance
to listen while others share, the courage to speak up when
we have something to share, and the wisdom to do what is
right for our groups and A.A. as a whole.
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CNIA Archives
will be open
the 1st Saturday
11 am to 3 pm
Contact Area
Archivist before
Visiting
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CNIA AREA ACCENTS
P.O. Box 161712
Sacramento, CA 95816-1712
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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